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_content=V-1&utm_campaign=SummerCampaign
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Module
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This is the URL that the 

link will take people to. 
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Source: The channel the user has come 

from/referrer of the link

Medium: The marketing medium on that 

channel (email, display, PPC etc.)

Term: The keyword that triggered the visit

Content: Used to differentiate ads

Campaign: The campaign the link is part 

of
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UTM codes can be added in any order 

after the URL and will still work.

Sometimes it’s easier however to think of 

them in hierarchical terms.

1. Campaign

2. Source

3. Medium

4. Content

5. Term
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These are required!
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‘Term’ is rarely used.
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The most important thing is to make each 

term distinct, so you can easily track 

conversions and tell campaigns, channels 

and ads apart in Google Analytics.



Keep it simple – use the builder!



Keep it simple – use the builder!



Some tracking fundamentals

1. TRACK EVERY LINK – make them distinct and plan ahead

2. Double up with platform tracking codes

3. ALWAYS set up hashtag tracking in advance

4. Remember to look at ‘assisted conversions’

5. Use goal funnels in Google Analytics

6. Track clicks and downloads on your site with event tracking

7. Look at ALL of these conversions, not just your primary goal. Every 

action has a value!



Case Study:

Menabrea





Menabrea was relatively unknown in the UK. Our social goals in year 1 were to grow our Twitter 

following, launch on Instagram and build relationships with key industry influencers. We aimed for 

3,000-4,000 followers in year 1.

Strategy & Objectives



In year 1, we grew our Twitter following to over 4,100. We launched on Instagram, and expanded 

the site to include a huge range of engaging and exciting content. 

The Results



We reported on our KPIs regularly and produced detailed reach and impact reports for each 

campaign. This helped Menabrea compare the investment in, and value of, social with other 

channels.

Proving ROI



Case Study:

IKEA



IKEA set up an A/B test to establish whether Facebook could be valuable for customer acquisition 

and as a driver of store footfall.

A/B Testing



Those who had seen an ad were 31%  more likely to visit the store. (22-25 year olds).

Amongst 26-35 year olds, they also saw an 11% uplift in footfall.

The Results



Some final thoughts

1. A/B test wherever possible

2. TRACK EVERYTHING!

3. Check performance regularly and optimise your campaigns

4. Use qualitative research to find out what your audience REALLY thinks, 

and how important social is in getting them to take the action you want

5. Think about more tangential benefits of a strong social presence:

i. Increased customer/student satisfaction

ii. Improved brand and service awareness



Any 

Questions?


